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Introdu tion

The established HP latti e 2D and 3D models have been useful abstra tions in understanding
protein stru ture predi tion. In these models, a protein folds to maximize H-H onta ts
(minimize free energy). We analyze and ompare integer programming models for the 2D
latti e, whose linear relaxations provide non-trivial upper bounds on the maximum number
of onta ts. These bounds an be used in a bran h-and-bound approa h to solve the problem
optimally and ould potentially be used to obtain improved approximation algorithms. In
parti ular, we seek to beat the simple ombinatorial bound that arises from the latti e being
bipartite.
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Problem formulation

The Hydrophili -Hydrophobi (HP) model, introdu ed by Dill [4℄, abstra ts the dominant
for e in protein folding: the hydrophobi intera tion. The hydrophobi ity of an amino a id
measures its aÆnity for water, and the hydrophobi amino a id residues of a protein form a
tightly lustered ore. In the HP model, ea h amino a id is lassi ed as an H (hydrophobi )
or a P (hydrophili ). The model further simpli es the problem by restri ting the feasible
foldings to the 2D or 3D square latti e. An optimal onformation for a string of amino a id
residues in the HP model is the one that maximizes the number of H-H onta ts, whi h are
formed by pairs of H's that o upy adja ent latti e points but are not adja ent on the string.
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Our approa h

We dis uss dis rete optimization approa hes to the problem of protein folding in the Hydrophobi -Hydrophili (HP) model. We formulate several di erent integer programs for the
problem of protein folding in the 2D HP model and ompare the relative strengths of their
respe tive linear programming relaxations. One way to measure the quality of an integer
program for a maximization problem is to determine the upper bound guaranteed by its
linear relaxation. A linear programming relaxation provides an upper bound on a maximum
integral solution and an be solved mu h more eÆ iently than an integer program. In general,
the tighter (better) the bound provided by the linear relaxation, the higher the quality of
the integer programming formulation.
Su h methods have been posed previously as a potential approa h to protein folding
in latti e models [3, 5℄. However, the strengths of the proposed LP relaxations were not
addressed. For example, we prove that the linear programming relaxation for a natural
integer program (des ribed in [3℄) provides a solution with value at least twi e as mu h as
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the simple ombinatorial upper bound for every string. However, a strengthened version of
this linear program with ba kbone onstraints provides a bound that is provably no worse
than the simple ombinatorial upper bound. We propose additional onstraints that may
further strengthen these linear programs.
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Experimental results

For our experiments, we used ben hmarks for the problem in the 2D HP model that were
taken from: www. s.sandia.gov/ te h reports/ ompbio/tortilla-hp-ben hmarks.html. We
ran one of our linear programs (LP3 in [2℄) on the following strings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

hphpphhphpphphhpphph
hhpphpphpphpphpphpphpphh
pphpphhpppphhpppphhpppphh
ppphhpphhppppphhhhhhhpphhpppphhpphpp
pphpphhpphhppppphhhhhhhhhhpppppphhpphhpphpphhhhh
hhhpphphphpphphphpph
String
1
2
3
4
5
6
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length
20
24
25
36
48
20

upper bound
11
11
8
16
25
11

LP3
10.67529996
11
8
14.89908257
24.88770748
10.76264643

Opt
9
9
8
14
22
10

Dis ussion

The hallenge that we introdu e here is to ompute better upper bounds for the 2D folding problem using linear programming or otherwise. Our integer and linear programming
models provide a promising dire tion for solving the 2D folding problem to optimality using
bran h-and-bound. However, be ause of the large size of the linear program (i.e. number
of variables), we likely need tighter linear programming bounds to make these te hniques
pra ti al.
Another possible appli ation of our integer and linear programming formulations is to nd
a tual foldings that are better than those obtained in approximation algorithms but perhaps
not provably optimal. Ba kofen has used exa t methods from onstraint logi programming
to obtain ompa t onformations, i.e. solutions, for these folding problems [1℄. If we an
further onstrain our integer programs to the solution spa e of ompa t foldings, then we
may be able to redu e the time needed to nd a solution.
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